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Welcome! 





Our session 
today

● What is VR, AR & AI?
● Classroom equipment 
● Classroom activities 

and assessment
● Tools for content 

creation
● Further resources & 

support



Emerging Technologies are changing the way 
we work, play & live

Virtual assistants Self-driving vehicles Monitoring & surveillanceVirtual experiences

Learning & teachingVirtual & augmented 
shoppingRobotics Fun & play



Some AR, VR and MR 
technologies use Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) capabilities 

Extended Reality (XR)



ICT
CRITICAL 
THINKING 
CAPABILITY

KEY 
CONCEPTS





Progression of content
Knowledge and skills are represented as a 
continuum such as the progression of content 
descriptions focusing on 

information systems. 
F-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10

Create and 
organise ideas 

and information 
using information 

systems 
independently 

and with others, 
and share these 

with known 
people in safe 

online 
environments

Explain how 
student solutions 

and existing 
information 

systems meet 
common personal, 

school or 
community needs             

Evaluate how 
student solutions 

and existing 
information 

systems meet 
needs, are 

innovative, and 
take account of 
future risks and 
sustainability

Evaluate critically 
how student 
solutions and 

existing information 
systems and policies, 

take account of 
future risks and 

sustainability and 
provide opportunities 

for innovation and 
enterprise 

Explain how 
student solutions 

and existing 
information 
systems are 

sustainable and 
meet current and 

future local 
community needs



Virtual Reality (VR)



What is Virtual Reality (VR)?
Provides immersive experiences to places and 
situations that might be otherwise difficult to get 
to.

360 VR: Allows the user to look in all directions 
around a simulated environment.

Immersive VR: Simulates a realistic environment 
in which people can walk around, pick up and 
interact with objects as well as look around. 



VR examples

Google Earth VR
VR for Alzheimer’s diseaseVR for training (e.g. Astronauts 

& Firefighters) 

Find examples for your classroom on 
CSER’s YouTube Playlist!
youtube.com/c/cserdigitech/playlists   



Types of VR 
Equipment

1. Fully immersive headsets (e.g. 
Oculus, Lenovo Daydream) with 

controllers
2. Low-cost headset viewers to use 

with smartphones (eg. Google 
Cardboard, Merge Cube Viewer)

3. Viewing via computer,  
smartphone or tablet in 360 
without a headset viewer.



VR experiences in the Classroom
Students can visit locations all around 
the World or dive into a virtual 
immersive experience or simulation! 



VR creation in the Classroom
Students can remix or build 
their own VR experiences 
using “Google Tour Creator”.

● Remix existing templates
● Upload 360 content 

(own or using free sites)
● Use a 360 camera to 

take images





1. Go to the website and login to 
your account.

2. Select “Create CoSpace”
3. Practice uploading content into 

your virtual world.



VR creation in the classroom
Students can build their own VR experiences using CoSpaces, a 
student-friendly 3D environment authoring tool.



VR creation in the Classroom

Case Study: 
digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/school-lea
ders/making-a-difference/callaghan-colle
ge-vr-school-project 

Images: Digital Technologies Hub

“In groups of three students, create a 
diorama (3D representation) using 
Minecraft of some part (organ or 
organ system) of the human body that 
is responsible for sensing and 
responding to the environment 
(internal or external).”

Callaghan College and The University of 
Newcastle

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/school-leaders/making-a-difference/callaghan-college-vr-school-project
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/school-leaders/making-a-difference/callaghan-college-vr-school-project
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/school-leaders/making-a-difference/callaghan-college-vr-school-project


VR experiences in the Classroom
Design and plan

Implement

...Reflect & assess



Co-creating content
Students work in teams in a 
content-creation challenge! 

- Create a costume
- Design a future robot
- Create a zoo enclosure
- Design a rescue drone



Augmented Reality (AR)



What is Augmented Reality (AR)?
AR uses the existing environment and 
overlays digital information on top of it. It 
augments our physical world with virtual 
information.

Graphics, video, sound, touch feedback are 
added to our natural world through the 
lens of a digital device (phone, tablet or AR 
eyewear).

(image source: Vision Australia)



AR examples

AR for Indigenous storytelling AR in Agriculture AR to explore space

Find examples for your classroom on 
CSER’s YouTube Playlist!
youtube.com/c/cserdigitech/playlists   



AR Equipment
● Digital device (tablet, phone, AR glasses)

● Software application 

● (optional) Object that triggers the AR 

experience.

● (optional) For some content creation you 

may require a desktop computer.
Wikimedia commons



AR experiences 
in the classroom

AR measurement tools 
(e.g. Google Measure)

AR objects that bring 
content to life (e.g. AR Flash 
cards or Virtuali-Tee

Navigate space with the 
help of AR (e.g. Night 
Sky or Planets)

Explore objects in your room 
(e.g. NASA Spacecraft 3D)



Mixed Reality

Mixed Reality (MR) is a 
combination of both Virtual 
Reality (VR) and Augmented 
Reality (AR).

MR can include Apps that 
provide augmented digital 
information, with the option for 
users to delve deeper through a 
360 experience (e.g. Virtuali-tee). 

Preview: curiscope.com/pages/virtualitee_preview 

https://www.curiscope.com/pages/virtualitee_preview


Merge Cubes
The Merge Cube lets students hold virtual 3D 

objects in the palm of their hand, enabling an 

augmented reality experience of content. 

- Many apps available for various learning 

areas (e.g., Explore App)

- Students can create content for the Merge 

Cube (e.g., DIG or CoSpaces)

Watch our videos on Merge cube on-demand 

youtube.com/c/cserdigitech/playlists



AR creation in the 
classroom
● Metaverse and CoSpaces 

for creating AR 
experiences 

● AR MakR for creating 3D 
objects 

● Artivive to bring artwork 
to life with AR

● Unity for older students to 
create 3D objects 



Metaverse 

https://studio.gometa.io

Create “Experience”

Tip: Use the free Metaverse 
tutorials to help you achieve your 
goals.

https://studio.gometa.io
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCum7uPJBXug0HfqNi4AfQmQ/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCum7uPJBXug0HfqNi4AfQmQ/playlists






Artificial Intelligence (AI)



The creation of machines to 
mimic human capabilities. 

Teaching a machine to “see” 
(recognise objects in an image).

Teaching a machine to “read” and 
“listen” (interpret and analyse 
text and sounds). 

What is Artificial 
Intelligence?

… solve problems 
autonomously without 
explicit guidance from a 
human being.



What is Machine 
Learning?
The process of achieving Artificial 
Intelligence. 

In Machine Learning, we teach the 
machine by training with lots and 
lots of examples. 

Sometimes millions and even billions 
of data!



Used an AI… today, this week, this month? 
● Used a virtual assistant?

● Had spam blocked from your email?

● Used predicted text while sending 
an SMS? 

● Had a YouTube clip recommended 
by the system? 

● Had search terms suggested in a 
Google search? 

● Translated a language by 
speaking into an app?

● Chatted online to a chatbot for 
product information?

● Used thumbprint or iris scan to 
unlock your smartphone?

● Had your photo tagged on a 
social media site? 



AI relies on data

Sound

Images

Text

Sensory data



Fields of AI to solve problems and 
develop solutions...

Computer Vision

e.g. self-driving 
cars, medical 
scans,  social 
media filters, 

Natural Language 
Processing

e.g. Virtual assistants, 
spam filters, chatbots, 
Google search

Clustering information 

e.g. news 
recommendations, 
streaming services, 
social media content

See, move 
& sense

Listen, read  
& respond 

Think & 
recommend



AI introductory lesson: 
AI cards (Yrs 5-8) AI CARDS (PDF) 

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/docs/default-source/ai-lessons/recognising-ai/dthub_cards_does-it-have-ai.pdf


Systems 
thinking



Systems 
thinking 

Seeing connections between 
solutions, systems and society

Identifying components of systems

Identifying intended and unintended 
outputs of a system



Systems thinking: 
Shark spotting AI 

drone 

An example of AI: Computer vision 

Little Ripper shark spotting drone.

LESSON: Systems thinking and AI applications

 

https://therippergroup.com/2018/09/lifesaving-drones-can-detect-sharks-from-other-marine-life/
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/systems-thinking-and-ai-applications/




Ethical issues

A situation where there are 
competing alternatives and the right 

thing to do is not obvious or clear. 

Sometimes terms such as good, bad, 
wrong, better or worse are used to 
consider the effect of particular 
actions on our lives, society, nature 
and the environment.



Scenarios: drawing on ethical 
understanding (AI Quiz)
Scenario: Facial recognition 

LESSON:AI quiz

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/ai-quiz/


Scenarios: drawing on ethical 
understanding (AI Quiz)
Question 1: Facial recognition



Creating an AI model

 



Data representation, 
Pattern recognition AI predictions



Explore the data



How does a computer 
‘see’?



AI technology within AR and VR

AR microscope for cancer detection 
using AI technology

Google Earth VR using AI technology

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Mz84cwVmS0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCrkZOx5Q1M


Assessments 
of students’ 

use of apps & 
tools

Think Aloud: Student interview 

● (screen captures or saved program)

Self-reflection

● What they learned, challenges, 
checklist/rating their skills 
before/after 

Analysis 

● Artefacts such as worksheets or 
analysis of AR/VR and AI tools, 
applications and real world uses.

● Criteria used 



Dive in with further resources 
& support!



csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/resources



● General classroom setup advice
● Health and safety considerations
● Before/After class
● Managing groups/individuals
● Pedagogical advice

Classroom Use
csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/resources

Privacy 
Impact 
Assessment



If you enjoyed today’s activities… 

https://bit.ly/CSER-AR-at-Home-1https://bit.ly/CSER_AI_at_Home_1



CSER Professional Learning
csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au

Lesson plans 
Artificial Intelligence



● Lesson plans 
● Case studies
● Classroom 

resources
● Assessment 

support 
● Webinars
● and more!

digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/tech4dt/emerging-technologies 

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/tech4dt/emerging-technologies




CSER Lending 
Library
Free access to the latest equipment to 
support Digital Technologies learning in 

the classroom.

Priority to disadvantaged schools.

csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/lending-library



Find videos, webinars & tutorial support for AR, VR and AI
Subscribe with CSER at eventbrite.com.au/o/cser-adelaide-30998425615

youtube.com/c/cserdigitech/playlists



Questions & 
comments?

Martin Richards

Content Manager, Digital 
Technologies Hub, ESA

Rebecca Vivian

Senior Research Fellow, CSER, The 
University of Adelaide

csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au
digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au


